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Abstract-Harvesting energy from the environment can play
an important role in reducing the dependency of an electronic
system to primary energy sources (i.e. AC power or battery).
For reliable and efficient energy harvesting while assuring best
user experience, it is important to manage, route and match the
harvested energy with the demand of various energy sources.
In the most general case, multiple different energy sources can
be used to provide energy to multiple different energy users. In
this work, we propose a scalable rule-based energy management
system for managing the acquisition, mixing, delivery and storage
of energy for arbitrary collection of energy sources and users,
which are characterized with different energy generation and
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consumption parameters. The system uses economics inspired
supply-demand model for efficiently managing energy distribu
tion between a set of energy sources and users. The energy
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allocation procedure tries to maximize the energy utilization
efficiency of the sources while satisfying the demand of the users
in order of their associated priorities, without starving an already

Fig. 1.

Generic model of the proposed Energy Management System.

allocated user. Simulation results for example scenarios show the
effectiveness of the proposed approach for improving the energy
utilization and lifetime of the energy sources.

Index Terms-Energy Management, Rule-Based System, En
ergy Efficiency, Supply-Demand Model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the mounting problems associated with conventional
sources of energy, it has been necessary to harvest energy
from "unconventional" and renewable sources [I] like solar
or thermal energy. Energy harvesting has applications in
multitude of domains, such as home, automobiles, offices,
buildings [2], to reduce the dependence on primary sources
and reduce operating cost. In the realm of electronic systems
[3], conventional energy sources are represented by batteries
or DC power sources [4] and AC power. Energy harvesting
is especially important for powering portable and wearable
electronic devices and sensors, which are difficult to operate
from AC sources. Even batteries have limited capacity and
become exhausted quickly. Hence, there is a growing need
to supplement conventional energy sources with viable alternatives in case of electronic systems. In this context, energy
harvesting from waste thermal power of microprocessors [5],
miniature fuel cells [6], and even from the human body [7]
are being currently investigated to reduce dependence on
conventional energy for operating electronic devices.
A major criticism of renewable energy sources is their

intermittent nature [8]. It has been observed that a single
"unconventional" source of energy may be unreliable and
incapable of producing enough power to supply a multitude
of circuits and sensors with varying energy requirements. A
collection of a variety of renewable sources, however, can
address this energy requirement. The challenge of variable
energy requirement and variable energy generation can be
further alleviated by storing the residual energy in one or
more energy storage elements such as super-capacitors and
ultra-capacitors.
Another typical characteristic of alternative energy sources
is that the utilization efficiency of the harvested energy is low.
A large amount of the generated energy may be wasted due to
impedance mismatch and inefficient routing. Hence, one can
envision an Energy Management System (EMS), which mixes
the energy available from a variety of "unconventional" and
conventional sources, stores the surplus energy, routes it to
a variety of sinks or energy users and efficiently controls the
acquisition as well as the delivery to minimize energy wastage
in a multi-source multi-sink energy network. Fig. I shows the
major components of such an Energy Management System.
This energy management system should be generic which
can be used for wide range of sources and appliances, varying
in size and power generation/consumption ranges. For exam-
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pie, it can be used for managing power delivery in mobile or
wearable electronic devices (e.g. cellular phone, MP3 players,
GPS and other personal hand-held devices) as well as mobile
sensor networks. It can also be used for managing power
supplies for household appliances like washing machines,
TV, stereo system, refrigerator etc. Other applications include
power management for electronic devices in a car or in an
industrial environment. Hybrid cars powered by fuel cells and
batteries and electronic calculators which run on solar and
battery power are examples of commercial systems already
having multiple energy sources.
In this paper, we present the design of a generic Energy
Management System, which is scalable to any application
requiring management of energy acquisition from multiple
energy sources, energy delivery to multiple energy users and
storage of excess energy in one or more storage devices.
Using the supply-demand model from economics, we derive
a rule-based algorithm which can be used as the basis by
the EMS for making informed decisions regarding routing of
energy from multiple sources to multiple users. We assume
that the sources and users can have variable supply and
demand conditions, respectively and the supply/demand of the
units change with time. The energy management decisions are
made based on the price index (P) for the energy sources,
and purchasing power (c) of the energy users. The rules are
used to dynamically update the p and c values of the energy
sources and users, respectively. The rules can consider peak
efficiency points of the energy sources as well as temporal
degradation of their efficiency. We present several case studies
corresponding to different real-life scenarios and show how the
energy management system responds to them with its rule
based decisions. The system is amenable to hardware (or soft
ware) implementation. We have implemented a cycle-accurate
simulator to model the proposed EMS along with the rule
database. Simulation results obtained using the simulator for
various system configurations demonstrate the effectiveness of
such a system in improving the energy utilization efficiency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the existing work. The implementa
tion of the energy management system is discussed in Section
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Energy harvesting has been the topic of intense research for
the past several years [3]. As wearable electronics and ubiq
uitous computing become more pervasive, novel battery [II]
and fuel cell technologies [6] are being investigated, which
can power these embedded systems for a longer time, yet are
minute enough not to pose a burden to the user [3]. Human
powered batteries [7], thermal energy from microprocessors
using thermoelectric generators [5], solar energy harvested
using wearable solar panels, and vibration energy from the
human body are other alternatives being investigated. Most of
the works concentrate on increasing the efficiency of energy
acquisition from individual sources.
On the other hand, works on power management have
mainly concentrated on reducing power consumption at the cir
cuit or system level. Dynamic Power Management (DPM) [12]
is a well-known technique which transfers the system to a low
power state when it detects that the system is idle or requires
low energy. Prediction of idle periods for automatic system
shutdown was investigated in [13]-[15]. Dynamic voltage
scaling to reduce leakage power [16] and power-aware task
scheduling [17] are other DPM techniques which try to reduce
overall system power consumption. Typically these techniques
are concerned with monitoring the energy users and do not
take into account the characteristics of the energy sources.
Notable exceptions are the battery-aware power management
strategies which consider non-linearity of the battery during
battery scheduling [18] and load profile shaping [19].
However, the minimization of energy consumption does not
necessarily translate to increased system lifetime. Alternative
sources like fuel cells and novel battery technologies have
unique power characteristics, which need to be considered
when developing strategies for maximizing their energy uti
lization and lifetime, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Energy
management with such considerations of the energy sources
has been discussed in [1], [8]-[9]. A fuel-efficient dynamic
power management policy for run-time operation of embedded
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III. The simulation setup, various case studies corresponding
to realistic scenarios and simulation results are presented in
Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
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systems is discussed in [1]. It combines DPM strategies of
power minimization with techniques for maximizing the oper
ation lifetime of a fuel cell, by reducing the fuel consumption.
This energy management strategy concentrates on determin
ing the fuel cell output setting by utilizing an optimization
framework. A fuzzy logic based energy management strategy
has been proposed in [9] with similar aims. These techniques,
however, target a specific hybrid energy source (i.e. fuel cell
and battery) and do not apply to a generic and flexible energy
management framework.
The supply-demand approach in [10] employed the as to
control a laptop involving the built in devices CPU, NIC
and disk subsystems sharing a common power sourcelbattery.
Our approach is more generic involving disjoindy connected
devices combined with appropriate DC-DC converters for up
Idown-converting the voltage to match the specifications of the
users.
III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The main functions of an energy management system are
as follows:

1) Manage Energy Acquisition: The primary duty of such
a system is to control the acquisition of energy from a variety
of energy sources. The following two scenarios highlight the
increasing importance of energy management systems in terms
of regulating the energy sources:
(a) When power is available from conventional energy
sources like AC power or DC battery as well as renewable
energy sources like solar energy or vibration energy, which
are intermittent and hence, unreliable, there needs to be a
controller for arbitrating among the variety of energy sources
based on their availability and priority. For instance, if we
consider a system powered by a solar cell and a Lithium
ion battery, the solar cell is unreliable, since its availability
depends on environmental conditions, but since it is harvested
from an untapped and (almost) inexhaustible energy source,
it should have the highest priority of usage. Thus, whenever
solar power is available, the Energy Management System
should tap all available energy and use it for supplying the
requirements of the users. If the energy produced falls short
of the requirement, then it should look down its priority list
and select the next available energy source.
(b) For some alternative energy sources like fuel cells, the
peak operating point (which corresponds to their maximum
efficiency and hence, longer lifetime) is different from the
maximum current they can deliver (see Fig. 2). Different bat
teries also have different characteristics like varying discharge
rate (see Fig. 3) between alkaline and rechargeable lithium
ion batteries [11], where the latter can maintain a constant but
small current level for a sustained period of time. Thus, the
Energy Management System is also responsible for optimizing
the utilization efficiency of the energy sources. For instance,
the energy delivery from a fuel cell can be controlled by
varying the rates of 021H2 discharge, depending on the energy
requirement at any point of time [8]-[9].

2) Manage Energy Consumption: The increasing power
consumption of electronic equipment has emerged as a major
problem in electronic system design. The Energy Management
system can also play a key role in monitoring the energy
users for optimized energy delivery and savings. In case of
demand overload (when energy available is less than energy
demanded), the control system must take priority decisions
so that some essential appliances continue to receive energy,
instead of shutting off power to all users simultaneously. Based
on the priority of energy users, it needs to decide who will
receive the energy and how much. Moreover, it needs to be
capable of switching the user to a power saving mode on
detecting scarcity of resource (energy).
3) Manage Energy Delivery: The energy users can often
have temporal variations in energy requirement. For instance,
a microprocessor may require a sudden burst of current due to
high levels of activity. This requirement may not be satisfied
by a single source, which provides low current levels. The
energy management module must be able to mix energy from
multiple sources to satisfy the system requirements at that
point of time. It may also need to redirect the energy from
a single source to multiple users. Moreover, it is responsible
for minimizing power dissipation due to impedance mismatch
or due to unnecessary routing over lossy paths.
4) Store Energy: The energy management system should
be capable of storing the surplus energy either by recharging
the batteries or fuel cells or using other storage options like
super-capacitors, pumped-storage hydro systems and thermal
mass. Such storage devices can function as energy sources
under scarcity conditions.
Next, we describe the major components of such an Energy
Management system.
A. Components of the Energy Management System

The proposed energy management system consists of two
major components: a Control Unit and a Switching unit.
These two components along with some sensors constitute
the hardware platform of this energy management system, as
shown in Fig. 4. The Type 1 sensors detect the activity of the
energy sources. If there is any available energy source, the
corresponding sensor will send a signal to the Control Unit
(CU) to inform the current energy generation capability of the
energy source (e.g. the intensity of light for solar cell) and/or
the amount of capacity still left in the energy source (e.g.
amount of fuel left in the fuel cell or charge in the battery).
The Type 2 sensors detect the activity of energy users. If there
is any active energy user, the corresponding sensor will send a
signal to the CU to inform which energy users are active, the
workload of each energy user and the required current level
to drive them.
The Type 3 sensor detects the activity of the storage cell. If
the storage cell is not full, the sensor will send a signal to the
CU. The excess energy from the energy sources (which have
near-infinite capacity) after satisfying the power requirement
of active energy users will be delivered to the storage unit to
charge it. If the storage is full, the sensor will send a signal
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Algorithm 1 Procedure: Energy _Management
Overall energy management procedure
Inputs: Set of energy sources (ES), Set of energy users
(EU), operation (op), rule database
Outputs: Energy Management Switching Matrix
(i...Jfo
f videj,k supplied from each source j to each user k)
1:
2:
3:

Initialize i..provide*,*
loop
elk := elk + 1

:=

0, n

:=

0 and elk

:=

0

Fig. 4. Functional block diagram of the proposed energy management system.
4:

to the CU to stop storing. If the active energy sources fail to
satisfy the total power requirement of active energy users, the
energy stored in the storage unit can be used to satisfy the
excess demand.
The decisions taken by the energy management system are
based on a set of simple rules, which are encoded in a rule
library. The Control Unit acts as the brain of the system
and makes all decisions based on the signals from all the
sensors and the rules in the rule library. The decision is sent
to the energy delivery network (Switching Unit). It receives
the control signals from the CU and turns onloff switches
to deliver the power to the energy users or storage unit. It
also contains appropriate DC-DC converters for up-/down
converting the voltage to match the specification of the user.
This is because the specifications (current and voltage I/O) of
the energy sources and energy users may not match. The DC
DC converter must be chosen such that its output current can
meet the requirements of all energy users. A properly-designed
energy management system can match sources and sinks
with similar power input/output specifications to minimize the
energy conversion overhead encountered due to unnecessary
DC-DC conversion. Next, we consider the algorithm for im
plementing the energy management decisions.
B.

5:
6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

I S:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

II When the next event occurs, update i....provide*,*
if (elk = op(n).time) then
Update Demand dk \/k = 1 ... IEUI
Update Supply 8j \/j = 1 ... IESI
Generate Price Index Pj and Purchasing Power Ck
for j = 1 ... IESI, k = 1 ... IEUI using Supply
Demand Rules
Call ENERGY_ALLOC to generate i....provide*,*
if there exist unsatisfied users (dk > 0) then
Increase supply level of sources to max power and
adjust price index (Pi) accordingly
Call ENERGY_ALLOC again
end if
n:= n + 1
end if
II Generate new event if any source is depleted
for each energy source in ES do
Calculate remaining capacity
if (remaining capacity c::: 0) then
Turn off that energy source and trigger a new event
end if
end for
end loop

Rule-based Energy Management

The energy management system must have the following
characteristics. First, the energy management system needs
to be generic and capable of operation, independent of the
presence or absence of any particular energy source or user.
For instance, it can be a plug-and-use system which caters
to a fixed number of ports, with no restrictions on what is
connected to a port. A rule-based system is easily scalable,
where the system can adapt to an arbitrary collection of
sourceslusers by simply updating the dynamic rule library.
Second, the rules themselves may evolve or change with
time to satisfy the changing requirements of a human user.
A rule-based system provides flexibility and upgradeability.
It is generally easier to implement and simulate. Ideally, a
rule-based expert system which dynamically adapts to new
rules in the library is a good design for such generic energy
management systems. In this work, we have explored a simple
rule-based allocation algorithm based on the supply-demand
model from economics to establish the various functions of

an energy management system in a hypothetical multi-source
multi-sink framework.
Algorithm 1 describes the major steps of the generic
energy management system. It calls the procedure
ENERGY_ALLOC, described in Algorithm 2 which
performs rule-based energy allocation at a particular time
instant using the supply-demand model. At any particular
time instant, an event can be triggered by a change in the
demand (d) of the energy users (EU) or a change in the
supply (8) of the energy sources (ES) shown in Table III. An
energy source can have a changed supply value because of its
remaining capacity. For instance, the supply can reduce to 0,
if solar power is not available or if a fuel cell or battery runs
out of charge. On the other hand, different users can demand
different amounts of energy at different points of time. The
role of the Energy Management system is to determine the
Energy Allocation (i...Jff0videj,k) from each source j to each
user k.

Algorithm 2 Procedure: ENERGY_ALLOC
Supply-Demand Rule-Based Energy Allocation Algorithm
Inputs: Set of Energy Sources (ES) and their energy supply
(8), Set of Energy Users (EU) and their energy demand (d),
price index (P), purchasing power (c), Existing Energy
Allocation «(pTovide*,*)
Outputs: Updated Energy Allocation (i.-PTovide*,*)
1:
2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

If a user leaves the system, free up its resources
for k
1 to !EU!, in descending order of Ck do
=

II Assign unused sources to unsatisfied user k
for j
1 to !ES!, in ascending order of Pj do
if ( Ck � Pj ) then
if (8j � dk) then
iYTovidej,k := dk
8j := 8j - dk
dk := 0
break from for loop
else
iYTovidej,k := 8j
dk := dk - 8j
8j := 0
end if
end if
end for
=

//If user k still unsatisfied, re-assign energy from users
IIwith less purchasing power
while (dk > 0) do
for each satisfied user l with q < Ck, in increasing
order do
Put user l at a lower power level
Redirect the extra energy to user k
Update iYTovide and dk
end for
if all satisfied users with less Cl have been considered
and dk > 0 then
De-allocate resource allocated to user k
break from while
end if
end while

end for

We assign a price index (Pj ) to each energy source based
on the ease and cost of extracting energy from that source. We
also associate each energy user with a purchasing power (Ck)
based on their relative priority. The rules for energy allocation
dictate that an energy user can be allocated energy only from
the sources which it can afford. For example, if an energy
source has a price index of Pj and an energy user has a
purchasing power of Ck where Pj < Ck. Then the user can
afford to use energy from the corresponding source. However,
it cannot use energy from a source i whose associated cost

is Pi > Ck. To determine order of allocation, we use the
purchasing power Ck associated with the energy users as an
indication of their priority. This indicates that a user with more
purchasing power is allowed to choose the energy source first
and this will inevitably lead to it choosing the one with the
least cost, even if it can afford more costly ones. The user
with the next priority chooses next and it also tries to grab
energy from the source with the least price available and which
it can afford. This goes on until the total energy supply is
used up or the total demand is satisfied or we have energy
users which have such a low priority that they cannot afford
to use energy from the high cost sources. This greedy priority
based algorithm ensures that low cost energy sources are used
up first and that high priority (and hence, high purchasing
power) users are satisfied first. A refinement of this algorithm
will be subsequently introduced to manage fairness and avoid
starvation. It should be noted that the Ck and Pj values are
a function of the existing supply and demand values as well
as the priority order of the different sources and users. These
considerations are encoded into the "Rules database", and are
used to determine the Ck and Pj values when a particular event
occurs.
To explain the allocation process using the supply-demand
model, we use pie-charts to represent energy supply and
demand distributions in Fig. 5. The area of the supply pie
and demand pie correspond to the total energy available and
required respectively. The available energy 8 at any point of
time from a source is denoted by its sector area in the supply
pie and the energy demand d of any user is denoted by its
sector area in the demand pie. The price index (Pj ) of the
sources and the purchasing power of the users (Ck) are assigned
based on the existing supply-to-demand ratio and the relative
priority of the tasks to be performed by the users. These are
denoted by the different colors assigned to different sources
and users under different conditions. For instance, in case of
a home-based energy management system, during the winter
months, the heater has higher priority than a music system and
hence it will be assigned a higher purchasing power. Similarly,
a renewable energy source with unlimited capacity like solar
cell or thermo-electric generator will be assigned a lower price
index than a fuel cell or a battery. This will help ensure that
whenever the low-price solar energy is available, it will be used
for satisfying the energy demand while the high-price battery
will be used only when the demand for energy to perform
high-priority tasks is high enough to warrant its usage.
In Fig. 5, two cases are shown where the energy supply is
greater than or less than the total demand in a specific time
window. In the latter case, it is observed that the low priority
users are starved of energy resource since they cannot afford to
use up the energy from the rarer and hence, more expensive,
alternate energy sources like fuel cell or battery. It can be
observed that the price of energy sources and purchasing
power of users are dictated by the availability of energy (total
supply) and the requirement of energy (total demand). The
prices reduce to reflect the abundance of energy supply or
fall in demand and vice versa. We can also associate different
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Fig. 5. Energy allocation example using supply-demand rule where (a) the
energy supply is greater than the energy demand and (b) the energy supply
is less than energy demand.

purchasing power to each energy user based on its operating
mode. For example if an energy user requires high amount
of energy and its usage is relatively higher in priority than
other users, its purchasing power can be increased to reflect its
change in status. On the other hand, when the same energy user
goes into sleep mode or is performing tasks which are rela
tively unimportant, its purchasing power can be downgraded to
allow higher priority tasks to be allocated energy first. Hence,
the purchasing power of an energy user varies with time
depending on the relative priority of its tasks. Similarly, the
energy sources can be operated in different modes depending
on their usage history and energy availability. For instance,
if solar power intensity is low, the solar energy supply may
become close to 0 even though its price is relatively lower than
that of, say, a fuel cell. For a fuel cell or battery, depending on
the energy capacity, the amount of current they can provide
can be varied depending on their efficiency profiles. These
energy sources will be operated at their maximum efficiency
point unless a high priority user requires more current and
other low cost sources are not available.
Fig. 5 depicts the allocation of energy resource from multi
ple sources at different prices to different users with different
purchasing power. The amount of allocated energy in each case
is not obvious from the figure; it only shows the users whose
demands are being satisfied by the corresponding sources. The
actual allocation algorithm is simple and tries to satisfy the
users in decreasing order of their purchasing power. However,
there are some points to consider while executing the energy
allocation procedure (ENERGY_ALLOC). Whenever an
event occurs where a user no longer requires energy from the
system, the tied-up resource needs to be freed-up so that it
can be allocated to other users. To address the fairness issue,
we consider that each user can be operated at different power
levels below their existing requirement, without completely

shutting them off. This property is used to shunt energy from
existing users performing low priority tasks in order to fulfill
the demand of new users with higher purchasing power, if it
cannot be met by the existing supply. This is also required to
ensure that low-priority tasks are not eating up all the low
price energy (say, from solar cell) while a high-priority task
has to be fed with high-price power (say, from a fuel cell). If
the user's demand is still not satisfied, we return its allocated
resource to the system and try to meet its demand by increasing
the supply level of the energy sources, if possible. It should
be noted that we always try to operate the energy sources at
their peak efficiency point. In case a user with high purchasing
power is not satisfied by the existing resource, we increase
the supply level of sources beyond their peak efficiency point
up to their maximum operating point and re-compute the
allocation matrix. Thus, we can see that the energy allocation
procedure tries to maximize the energy utilization efficiency
of the sources while trying to satisfy the demand of the users
in order of their priority without starving an already allocated
user.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we describe a simulation framework to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed energy management
system and provide simulation results for several case studies
corresponding to various scenarios.
A. Simulation Framework

We have developed a cycle-accurate simulator in C
programming language to simulate the functional behavior
of the energy management system and to verify its effi
ciency in taking energy management decisions for arbitrary
TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF ENERGY SOURCES

Source

Voltage

Peak Current

Max Current

Capacity

Name

(V)

(rnA)

(rnA)

(rnA.h)

Solar Cell

12

1000

1200

Infinite

Fuel Cell

18.2

1200

1500

Finite

Battery

10.8

2200

3000

Finite

sources/users based on a set of simple rules. The simulation
flow is depicted in Fig. 6. The program receives input files
describing the number and specifications of the energy sources
and users as well as the times corresponding to their avail
ability/requirements. Based on a library of predefined rules, it
outputs the decisions taken at each point in time. The energy
management decisions are in terms of the allocation of energy
among the different energy sources and users depending on
the scenario at each time instant. The total power consumed
by the users and the remaining capacity of each source is
also reported. We have considered several case studies based
on a subset of energy sources and users. In particular, we
consider three energy sources - Solar Cell, Fuel Cell and
Lithium-ion Battery and three energy users - Laptop, GPS
(Global Positioning System) and PSP (Play Station Portable).
Though the case studies are developed based on this particular
set of sources and users, the simulation platform can deal
with any arbitrary number of sources and users with different
specifications as long as the priority list is updated in the rule
library. The four input files for the simulator are described in
details below.

1) ENERGY SOURCE: The energy source file contains
information on voltage (V), peak current (i..peak), maximum
current (Cmax) and the capacity (Ch) . The peak current
corresponds to the maximum efficiency operating point. In
our case study, we take three energy sources: solar cell,
fuel cell and lithium battery. Table I shows a representative
specification of these energy sources.
a) Solar Cell: Solar power is a renewable energy source,
which can have infinite capacity depending on environmen
tal state. We consider the "encapsulated-type" Solar Cell
(2V/200mA) and assume that six solar cells are connected in
series to obtain these specifications [20]. The maximum power
is delivered at a voltage of 12Y. To maximize its efficiency, we
choose the peak operating current as lOOOmA and maximum
current as 120OmA.
b) Fuel Cell: From [1], we see that a fuel cell package
can generate power longer (4 to lOX) than a battery package
of the same size and weight. But, the power characteristics of
fuel cells are quite different from batteries. The variation in
efficiency is much larger for fuel cells. From Fig. 2, we choose
1200mA as the peak current for the fuel cell and 1500mA as
its maximum current.
c) Lithium battery: For a lithium-ion battery, the dis
charge rate impacts the total capacity. Fig. 3 shows a plot of

TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF ENERGY USERS

User

Voltage

High Current

Medium Current

Low Current

Name

(V)

(rnA)

(rnA)

(rnA)

Laptop

10.8

2000

1000

200

GPS

5

60

30

5

PSP

3.6

800

200

10

TABLE III
FORMAT OF THE Operation FILE (CASE 1)

Energy

StartJEnd

User

Time
(Hr : Min : Sec)

GPS

start

2:34:56

Laptop

start

3:34:56

PSP

start

6:34:56

Laptop

end

8:34:56

Laptop

start

9:34:56

PSP

end

9:34:57

Laptop

end

11:34:56

PSP

start

12:34:45

GPS

end

12:54:56

PSP

end

15:23:12

GPS

start

17:23:45

GPS

end

20:23:23

voltage versus discharge capacity [11]. Based on this curve
and the specifications of a lithium battery from an operation
manual for laptop computers, we choose the peak current as
2200mA and 2500mA as the maximum current.

2) ENERGY USER: The energy users we choose are laptop,
GPS and PSP. The energy user file contains the information
about their voltage and current requirements at three different
workload conditions. These correspond to the different power
levels at which they can be operated without turning them off
completely. Table II provides the specifications of the energy
users considered.
3) OPERATION - Workload Pattern And Availability Of
Energy Sources: The operation file contains the information
on activity (start or end) and operation time. In the real-life
scenario, this information will be obtained in real-time based
on the sensor outputs. A typical instance of the operation file
is provided in Table III. Each entry of the operation file (sorted
chronologically) triggers an event in the energy management
procedure.
4) RULE: The rule file provides the instructions to the
Controller for making appropriate energy management deci
sions. It contains the priority list of all energy sources (in our
simulation, the priority order is: Solar Cell -+ Fuel Cell -+
Battery) and energy users (in our simulation, the priority order
is: Laptop -+ GPS -+ PSP) and the decisions corresponding to
different conditions. On the occurrence of each event, the rules
are used to generate values for price index for each source and
purchasing power of each user based on their relative priorities
and existing supply and demand values. Several examples of
rules are presented in section III-B.
The major steps of the cycle-accurate simulator flow are
described in Algorithm 1. The simulator takes input from the
above four files and computes the power requirement at each
time instant. Then, it invokes the ENERGY_ALLOC routine
(presented in Algorithm 2), which takes the appropriate energy
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An example of time slots for which energy sources are active.
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allocation decisions. This routine checks the availability of
each energy source in order of priority and tries to operate
them close to their peak operating points, while trying to
satisfy the power requirement of each user in order of their
priorities. The goal of the algorithm is to maximize the energy
utilization efficiency of the energy sources while servicing the
maximum number of users. Here we have used a simplistic
rule-based energy allocation algorithm inspired by the supply
demand model of economics. For more sophisticated systems,
this routine can be implemented using fuzzy logic or other
rule-learning mechanisms.

Time of day

(hr)
USAGE PATTERN - CASE 2

c:

l!!
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Case Studies

We selected a set of example scenarios to simulate the be
havior of the proposed rule-based energy management system.
Based on the simulation results for several example runs, we
validated that the behavior of the proposed system matches
the expected behavior. The simulation time window is taken
as one day i.e. 24 hours. Example time slots for the active
energy sources are shown in Fig. 7.
We considered five different cases to study the effectiveness
of the energy management scheme. The cases were chosen
judiciously to simulate realistic scenarios. In cases 1 to 4,
the operations were varied substantially to see whether, the
Energy Management System could supply energy from a
variety of different sources under different energy requirement
conditions. As can be seen from Fig. 7, all the energy sources
are not available all the time e.g. solar power is only available
from 6 am to 6 pm. Again, when the energy user's total current
requirement is large, the control unit decides to draw current
from two sources. In doing so, it ensures to draw current
from both at their respective peak efficiency points (instead
of drawing maximum current from a single source), thus
achieving higher utilization efficiency. If there was no energy
management for the fuel cell, the maximum current would
always be drawn from it, causing rapid drain of its capacity.
In the first four cases, the supply was plentiful compared to
the demand and hence, the Ck values associated with each user
were larger than the Pj values for the sources, allowing 1 00%
satisfiability of the demand of all the users. Finally, in Case
5, we show how the system responds to run-time depletion of
the fuel cell. In this case, demands by users made later in the
day are not always satisfied, forcing the lower-priority users
to run at lower power levels than they demanded.
C.

Time of day
Fig. 8.

(hr)

24

Energy usage patterns for Case I and Case 2.

requirements. The energy management system draws current
from the solar cell whenever it is available. When the total
current required is greater than the peak current of the solar
cell, it supplies the excess current from the fuel cell. It uses the
battery only before 6 am when other sources are unavailable.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the energy savings for the fuel cell
by using energy management in cases 1 to 4. The energy
utilization efficiency (EUF) is defined as the percentage of
fuel saved with energy management as compared to the fuel
consumed without energy management for the same set of
operations and the same initial conditions. The EUF is also
plotted in Fig. 9, to give an idea of the impact of operations
on actual savings with energy management. It is observed to
vary from 34% to 82% under different circumstances.
The actual profile of charge depletion from the fuel cell,
with and without energy management (EM) is plotted in

Energy Utilization Efficiency (EUF)
_ Without EM
c::::J With EM
· EUF
···

····

Results

The usage pattern for cases 1 and 2 are depicted by the
3-D plots in Fig. 8. Each plot shows the current supplied
by each energy source at different times, for different user

Fig. 9.

Energy Utilization Efficiency of Fuel Cell for different cases.
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Fig. 10. Energy consumption comparison results with and without energy
management.
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Fig. I I . Depletion point of the fuel cell. With energy management,the fuel
cell can be operated for longer time.

Figs. 10 and 11 for Cases 1 and 5. Corresponding to Case 1, as
shown in Fig. 10, the fuel cell has an EUF of 72% at the end
of the day with typical workload from three different users.
Case I is designed to reflect the different aspects of the energy
management system without causing depletion of any energy
source or facing scarcity. On the other hand, Case 5 shows the
same operations with a lesser initial capacity of the fuel cell,
causing it to get depleted. The results in Fig. 11 reflect the role
of the Energy Management system in increasing the lifetime
of a limited resource energy source, by judicious deployment
of its rules. The fuel cell's lifetime is increased by 32 min 27
seconds with Energy Management. It should be noted that the
satisfiability of the users was decreased significantly in this
case, which represents a worst-case scenario where demand
overtakes supply and results in scarcity of resources, which
correspond to escalation in prices according to our supply
demand model.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the motivation for designing
a generic energy management system which is capable of
managing the acquisition, mixing, delivery and storage of
energy for an arbitrary collection of electrical energy sources
and users. We consider that the energy sources and users have
time-varying energy generation and consumption behavior,
respectively. An economics inspired supply-demand model

based system provides easy scalability and upgrade-ability.
The simplistic nature of the algorithm is amenable to low
overhead hardware implementation. The proposed system can
be augmented to incorporate automatic "learning" based on
the energy usage pattern and to modify its rule database
dynamically. For example, reduced efficiency of a solar cell or
a battery due to aging can trigger an update of ci, Pi values.
When a new condition occurs, for which no rule exists in the
rule library, the system should be able to create a new rule
and adaptively absorb this rule into the library. Our future
work will include considering more scenarios at different
scales and evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed scheme
for these scenarios. We will also focus on implementing an
efficient learning scheme and building a micro-controller based
hardware prototype system using discrete components for
experimentally validating the proposed energy management
scheme.
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